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Abstract 

The Javari River forms part of the border between Peru and far western Brazil. Several small 
language groups live in the Vale do Javari Indigenous Territory, protected area in the state of 
Amazonas on the Brazilian side of the Javari River. This study sought to gather sociolinguistic 
data on several language groups living in the Indigenous Territory. The languages upon which 
data was collected were: Kanamari [knm]1, Korubo [xor], Kulina Pano [no ISO code yet], 
Marúbo [mzr], Matís [mpq], and Matsés [mcf]. Previously, the relationships of some of these 
languages were unknown. This survey provides evidence showing that Kulina Pano and Korubo 
are in the Northern Panoan language family. 

                                                 

1 In this report, when a language group name is first introduced, its ISO639-3 language code is included in brackets 
following the language name, see: http://www.sil.org/iso639-3/. 
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1. Introduction 

Field data for this survey was collected in Brazil by Stan Anonby between February 20 and 
March 10, 2006. Information was gathered on five Panoan languages and one Katukinan 
language. The primary purpose of the survey was to investigate language distinctives and 
ethnolinguistic vitality. The research also assessed the need and viability of language-
development programs in any of these language groups in Brazil. 

Information was collected in the towns of Tabatinga, Benjamim Constant, and Atalaia do Norte 
along the Javari River. Stan Anonby interviewed various missionaries and others who work in 
the area. From there, Stan traveled south on the Javari River to the towns of Estirão do Equador, 
Palmeiras do Javari, and Angamos, villages with indigenous people. 

2. The Vale do Javari Indigenous Territory 

The Vale do Javari Indigenous Territory is a protected area on the Brazilian side of the Javari 
River encompassing 8,338,000 hectares (20.7 million acres), roughly the size of Portugal. It is a 
region with many small hills, often joined together by ridges. Tropical rainforest covers the 
entire area (Melatti 1998c).  

The Javari River forms part of the border between Peru and Brazil. It separates the department of 
Loreto in Peru and the state of Amazonas in Brazil. The river is 865 kilometers or 540 miles 
long, and begins near the border of Acre state in the south. The Javari then meanders northeast 
and empties into the Salimões River at Benjamim Constant. The Salimões eventually flows into 
the Amazon downriver from Manaus. 

The Brazilian city of Tabatinga is also located near the confluence of the Javari and Salimões 
Rivers. There is a point just outside of Tabatinga where Brazil, Peru, and Colombia all meet. 
Another city, Leticia, is on the Colombian side of the border.  

These cities have significant populations. Tabatinga boasts around 45,000 and Benjamim 
Constant’s population is around 20,000. Leticia has about 35,000 citizens. As one continues 
upriver there is Atalaia do Norte, Estirão do Equador, Palmeiras do Javari, and, finally, 
Angamos. Atalaia do Norte (population 5,000, with a total of 15,000, including surrounding 
areas) is a good-sized town a short distance upriver from Benjamim Constant. Atalaia is the town 
where the most interaction occurs between outsiders and people of the Vale do Javari Indigenous 
Territory.  

Upriver from Atalaia, there are only three communities of any size: Estirão do Equador, 
Palmeiras do Javari, and Angamos; these are non-indigenous villages formed around military 
bases. Palmeiras is the southernmost of these communities on the Brazilian side. Angamos, on 
the Peruvian side, is not far from and larger than Palmeiras. Palmeiras has a population of about 
300, Angamos has about 1,000, and the population of Estirão do Equador is somewhere in 
between the two. 

The water route taken on this survey was an eight-day boat trip from Tabatinga to Añushi, up the 
Galvez River from Angamos. Stan Anonby was on the Javari River almost the entire time. With 
the exception of one Kanamari village near Atalaia, we saw no indigenous villages until we 
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passed Palmeiras. Villages of the indigenous people groups can be found along the tributaries of 
the Javari River. 

 

Map of the Vale Do Javari Indigenous Territory and surrounding areas (IBGE 1995). 

Access to the Vale do Javari Indigenous Territory is restricted to the indigenous people and those 
authorized by Fundação Nacional do Indio (FUNAI, the government’s indigenous affairs 
bureau). There is a FUNAI base at the mouth of the Itui River. It is their Korubo contact base, 
but also serves the function of keeping all non-indigenous people out of the area. It is staffed by 
FUNAI employees and a rotating crew of Matís and Matsés individuals. 

3. General History  

Outsiders have been present in the Javari region for a long time. Benjamim Constant was settled 
as a mission in the 1700’s. Tabatinga was a fort at that time. The first period of rubber’s 
commercial history, from the late 1700s through 1900, was centered in Brazil. The earliest 
written history of this area is connected to the rubber barons who entered the area (Frank and 
Musacchio 2002). There were often violent clashes with the indigenous peoples living along the 
Javari and other rivers. Some of the indigenous groups chose to retreat into the jungle to isolated 
areas to avoid being killed or enslaved. Others became part of the rubber industry in Brazil, 
working under barons. Violence and disease were part and parcel of the rubber boom. The 
diseases brought in by outsiders often decimated the populations. 
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The contact with the rubber industry wasn’t completely negative. There were rubber barons who 
treated their workers well. The boom brought economic prosperity. Not just outsiders, but also 
indigenous people, were pleased with the wealth it brought. They were introduced to trade goods 
that they had not seen before. The indigenous rubber tappers moved from a subsistence economy 
to a market economy. The indigenous people were able to obtain trade goods, like iron axes, 
metal pots, and machetes. Most viewed this as a positive thing and sought (and continue to seek) 
ways to obtain these trade goods.  

After 1910, there was a shift in the rubber industry. With the development of plantations in east 
Asia, the world-wide production of rubber increased. This resulted in lower wages and falling 
prices. The collection of rubber soon became unprofitable in Brazil. When the rubber market 
crashed, few rejoiced. Many indigenous people who had been introduced to a market economy 
were forced back to subsistence living. After the fall of the rubber market, the Vale do Javari 
became increasingly isolated. Entire towns in the Vale were abandoned. Some previously- 
contacted groups retreated into isolation. The exodus of people from the Brazilian Javari has 
continued until today.  

The most significant recent development in the region was the demarcation of the Vale do Javari 
Indigenous Territory in 2001. This is the largest Indigenous Territory in Brazil, comprised of a 
total of 20.7 million acres. The Vale do Javari Indigenous Territory was ratified in April of 2001 
(http://www.ces.uc.pt/emancipa/research/en/ft/iniciativas.html). There was little protest when the 
Vale was declared off limits to non-indigenous people. This was because almost all the outsiders 
had already left the area. The indigenous people have become increasingly isolated. This is due 
to the departure of the outsiders and to the area being declared a reserve. Today, there is very 
little traffic inside the Vale do Javari. There are sporadic attempts by outsiders to enter the Vale 
to collect turtle eggs or fish. Loggers are also known to try to harvest lumber illegally in the area. 
Generally, these attempts are unsuccessful, due to FUNAI surveillance.  

FUNAI, The National Indian Foundation, is the most active national organization in the Vale do 
Javari. Other organizations in the Vale include FUNASA (the National Health Foundation), 
Doctors Without Borders, and the Javari Valley Indigenous Council (CIVAJA) (Melatti 1998d).  

CIVAJA, Conselho Indigena do Vale do Javari, is the indigenous political organization in the 
Javari Valley. It provides help with land claims, health, and education issues to all the groups 
mentioned in this report, except the uncontacted (http://www.feis.unesp.br/grupos-
associacoes/civaja/index.html). For instance, the Korubo are listed among the uncontacted and so 
CIVAJA’s services are not available to them. 

4. Background Summaries 

In this section, background information will be provided on the following groups in alphabetical 
order: Kanamari, Korubo, Kulina Pano, Marúbo, Matís, and Matsés. There are also some 
uncontacted groups in this area and some brief information will be included about them. 

There are more than 3,000 indigenous people living in the Vale do Javari Indigenous Territory. 
One estimate put the number at 3,215 in 2005 (http://www.brazzilmag.com/content/view/4287/). 
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The National Geographic web site reports that there are 1,350 uncontacted indigenous people 
living in the Territory (http://magma.nationalgeographic.com/ngm/0308/feature1/).  

Almost all of these groups relate to each other in one way or another. The most common meeting 
place is the town of Atalaia do Norte. Much of the interaction between indigenous people there 
takes place at the Casa do Indio, a place where the relatives of sick Indians stay when they bring 
medical patients to town. 

There are also non-indigenous people who live along the Javari River in Brazil and Peru. They 
interact mainly with the Matsés in the villages of Angamos and Palmeiras. The exact population 
of these outsiders is not certain, but it is declining on the Brazilian side. Interviews and 
observations made on the survey trip indicated a shift has occurred in the settlement of the Javari 
River. The Brazilian side used to have a higher population of non-indigenous people. Today, the 
Peruvian side of the Javari River appears more settled. 

The following lifestyle sections, in each of the summaries, are included to describe changes in 
their way of life to give an indication of their vitality as unique ethnolinguistic groups. 

4.1. Kanamari2 

4.1.1. History 

The Kanamari originally come from the Juruá and Jutai Rivers. Rubber collectors, eager to 
gather rubber in the Kanamari’s original area, often attacked and killed them. In the 1940s, they 
fled into the more-isolated regions that are now part of the Vale do Javari Indigenous Territory.  

From the 1950s, rubber collectors made repeated forays into the area where the Kanamari had 
fled. In the 1970s, lumbermen did the same thing. This brought the Kanamari into almost 
constant contact with outsiders, who began to interact with this group. Outsiders began to marry 
Kanamari women and introduced alcoholic beverages. The Kanamari abandoned their 
subsistence lifestyle and started to work under semi-slavery conditions for the outsiders. This 
lasted until some time in the 1980s. Today, they remain in steady contact with outsiders.  

In 1998, the Kanamari made contact with a group who speak a dialect of their language called 
Tsohon-Djapa, also called Tshom-Djapa. The Tsohon-Djapa have settled near the Kanamari and 
work for them, much in the same way the Kanamari once worked for the rubber traders. The 
Tsohon-Djapa are paid in clothes, salt, and other trade goods. They have lost much of their 
traditional lifestyle due to their contact with the Kanamari. Some have also died from disease 
introduced by this contact. There is no other information on this group. 

4.1.2. Present location  

The Kanamari generally live in the eastern part of the Vale do Javari Indigenous Area, primarily 
on the Itaquai and Jutai rivers. They also have villages on the Juruá drainage system immediately 

                                                 

2 Information in this section is taken from the following sources: http://www.dismalworld.com/minorities/ 
indian_tribes_of_brazil.php and http://indian-cultures.com/Cultures/kanamari.html). 
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south of the area. The Itaquai empties into the Javari River, but the Jutai River does not; it flows 
more northeast, meeting the Amazon River near the city of Jutai, downriver from Tabatinga. 
Thus, communication between the Kanamari in the Itaquai and other watersheds must be 
overland. 

4.1.3. Population 

According to the 1995 Ethnologue, there are 647 Kanamari. This includes those living on the 
Juruá River. Their population along the Jutai and Itaquai rivers is approximately 360 persons 
(http://www.korubo.com/AMAZONDOC/amazongallery.html). In contrast to this, the 
Socioambiental web site lists 1,327 for this group in 1999 (http://www.socioambiental.org/pib/ 
epienglish/verbetinho/kanamari.htm). The larger number is likely the more accurate, as most of 
these groups have been increasing in number. 

4.1.4. Previous Research 

Christa Groth has published at least four linguistic papers with reference to aspects of the 
Kanamari language. Other authors have also produced materials related to the culture and other 
aspects of this group. See references for Carvalho 1955, Carvalho 1993, Courboin 1901, Fabre 
2005a/b, Groth 1977, 1985, 1988a/b, Labiak 1985, Neves 1996, Reesink 1989, 1991, Queixalós 
1993, 1996,  and Wiebe 1973. 

4.1.5. Socioeconomic factors 

The Kanamari practice some subsistence farming, hunting and fishing. Contact with the rubber 
industry and other aspects of the market economy has resulted in the loss of many of their 
indigenous practices. Alcoholism has greatly increased, which has caused more desire for 
interaction with outsiders. They are involved with outsiders in whatever market economy 
activities are available. The Kanamari now employ the Tsohon-Djapa to work their fields and 
pay them in trade goods. There are no indigenous organizations connected solely with the 
Kanamari. 

4.1.6. Lifestyle 

The Kanamari have lost much of their indigenous culture, including any religion that they may 
have practiced. They have been shifting to Brazilian culture. The elders still have the customary 
facial ornaments and tattoos. The younger generation, however, has abandoned this practice and 
is adapting to the outside world. 

4.1.7. Interaction with other Indian groups 

The Kanamari are the only group examined in this report that does not speak a Panoan language. 
Possibly because of this, interaction with the other groups has been limited.  

4.1.8. Changes due to contact 

The Kanamari have lost some of their indigenous ways. Their society as a whole has been 
ravaged by the abuse of alcohol. There has been some missionary work with the Kanamari. 
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4.2. Korubo3  

4.2.1. History 

The former sertanista4, Sydney Possuelo, and a team from FUNAI made contact with the Korubo 
in 1996 (Raffaele 2005). There has been only sporadic contact with this group and they are 
known for their violence. In the time since contact, they have killed at least one sertanista and 
three loggers (Raffaele 2005). The group that made contact is a split-off of the larger group, 
which still remains uncontacted.  

4.2.2. Present location  

The majority of the Korubo have remained completely isolated. A small group was contacted, 
and they now live on the Itui River. The remaining uncontacted Korubo are believed to be in the 
northern part of the Vale de Javari, particularly along the tributaries of the Quixito River. 

4.2.3. Population 

The Ethnologue5 estimates that there are 500 Korubo living in the Vale do Javari Indigenous 
Territory. The number of those that have been contacted is considerably less, somewhere 
between seventeen and twenty-five. The Socioambiental web site does not list as high of a 
population. They list a 2000 population of 250 persons (http://www.socioambiental.org/pib/ 
epienglish/verbetinho/korubo.htm). The exact population of this group is not known because 
most still remain in isolation. 

4.2.4. Previous research 

The Korubo are a recently-contacted group. There is a lot of information available on the internet 
about them being contacted. Not much if anything has been done of a scholarly nature. Two 
published works are by Erikson in 1997 and 2000. 

4.2.5. Socioeconomic factors 

The Korubo practice subsistence farming raising corn, manioc, and possibly other crops. They 
hunt using blowguns and fish using nets. The Korubo also gather other foodstuffs, like turtle 
eggs, available in the surrounding rainforest. They are semi-nomadic, moving between locations 
as their crops come into season.  

FUNAI is the only organization working with the Korubo. They maintain a floating barge as a 
base where they have sporadic interaction with this group. 

                                                 

3 Information in this section taken from: http://www.socioambiental.org/pib/english/howtheylive/isol.shtm). 

4 A person employed by FUNAI who has some training in anthropology and other necessary skills who specializes 
in contacting the uncontacted Indians. 

5 Gordon, Raymond G., Jr. (ed.) 2005. Ethnologue: Languages of the World, Fifteenth edition. 
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4.2.6. Lifestyle 

The Korubo are the most recently-contacted group and they are still very closed to outsiders. 
They live in a structure called a maloca. The Korubo maloca is a thatch building built on a tall 
framework of poles. It is about 20 feet wide, 15 feet high and 30 feet long. It is not known if the 
Korubo practice any type of traditional religion. The assumption is that they do, but, so far, there 
is no documentation to support this. One of the FUNAI medical workers has worked with this 
group for 2 years. She reports that she has never seen any evidence of traditional religious 
practices or beliefs (Raffaele 2005).  

The contacted Korubo seem have a matriarchal society, with a woman called Maya directing the 
family/village life (Raffaele 2005).  

The Ethnologue reports Caceteiros as an alternate name for this group. This is a Portuguese word 
that means ‘head bashers.’ The Korubo got this name because they engage in warfare with long 
clubs called ‘bordunas.’ They do not use bows and arrows.  

4.2.7. Interaction with other Indian groups 

The Korubo have just begun relating to other indigenous groups. Possibly due to the linguistic 
similarity between Korubo and Matis, there has been some interaction with the Matís. The Matís 
stole Korubo women, and vice versa. Now the Korubo  relate mostly to the Matís who are hired 
by FUNAI to act as translators. 

4.3. Kulina Pano 

4.3.1. History 

Little is known about the Kulina Pano. In the 1960s, their population was greatly reduced due to 
tribal warfare and externally-introduced disease. The Matsés killed many Kulina Pano in wife-
stealing raids.  

4.3.2. Present location and population 

The Kulina Pano live in the village of Aldeia Pedro Lopes on the middle stretch of the Curuça 
River. There are very few speakers of Kulina Pano remaining. One estimate puts their population 
at around fifty-two (http://www.korubo.com/AMAZONDOC/amazongallery.html). Gomes 
(2000: 251) reports a population of seventy. One person interviewed on the survey reported that 
there were only thirty-two Kulina Pano left in Adleia Pedro Lopes. He said that others have 
migrated to Tabatinga, and he himself lives there and is married to an outsider.  

4.3.3. Previous research  

Little information is available about the Kulina Pano. There are some references to their 
existence on the internet or in published works. 

4.3.4. Socioeconomic factors and changes due to contact 

The economic activities of the Kulina Pano living in Aldeia Pedro Lopes are similar to other 
groups in the area. They still practice some subsistence agriculture, hunting, and fishing. Many 
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have moved to Tabatinga, however, and they appear to be assimilating to the Brazilian national 
culture. This would likely result in a further loss of their old traditions. 

The Kulina Pano have suffered from disease and intertribal fighting. The Matsés wiped out a 
good portion of the Kulina Pano male population in wife-stealing raids. Their numbers have been 
extremely reduced. It is not known if they currently practice any type of indigenous religion. 

There are no organizations connected with the Kulina Pano. 

4.4. Marúbo6 

4.4.1. History 

The Marúbo came into contact with outsiders in the latter part of the 19th century. The first 
outsiders were Peruvian rubber tappers, later, Brazilians entered the area. The rubber barons who 
employed the Marúbo paid them in trade goods. 

In the 1930s and 1940s, due to the collapse in the rubber industry, the Marúbo again began to 
live in isolation from outsiders. At this time, they reorganized themselves according to their 
current clans. They also withdrew to the upper Curuça River area. The Socioambiental web site 
reports the following concerning this group: “The Marúbo people seem to have resulted from the 
re-organization of indigenous societies decimated and fragmented by rubber tappers at the height 
of the rubber boom.” The earlier groups may have spoken different, but similar Panoan 
languages at one time, but they now speak Marúbo.  

In the early 1950s, their metal tools and trade goods began to wear out. So, they again sought 
contact with outsiders. They made contact with the rubber industry and began exchanging rubber 
and animal pelts for trade goods. In 1952, New Tribes Mission began working with the Marúbo. 
Soon after that, they also came into contact with loggers who were coming into the area. 

Today, the Marúbo are the largest indigenous group in the Javari region of Brazil. They are also 
one of the most influential groups. The Marúbo are heavily involved in CIVAJA (Conselho 
Indigena do Vale do Javari), located in Atalaia do Norte. This organization is in charge of the 
health services for the indigenous peoples in the Vale do Javari Indigenous Territory. It has, 
however, lost much of its influence due to funding problems.  

4.4.2. Present location  

The Marúbo villages are along the Itui and Curuça Rivers, but many live permanently in Atalaia 
do Norte.  

4.4.3. Population 

The 1995 Ethnologue lists an estimate of 594 speakers of the Marúbo. According to 
demographics illustrated on the Socioambiental web site (Melatti 1998a), in 2000, there were 
1,043 Marúbo, living in four locations. This figure is more likely the accurate figure, since it is 

                                                 

6 Much of the information for this section comes from Melatti (1998f).  
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based on ongoing demographic research. This research began in 1975 and has continued at least 
through the year 2000. Due to population growth, the actual population total is likely even 
higher.  

4.4.4. Previous research 

There has been a significant amount of research on the Marúbo. Costa (1992 and 2000) discusses 
some Marúbo linguistics. Melatti (1981, 1985a/b, 1986, 1989, 1992) and Montagner (1975, 
1982, 1985, 1986a/b, 1991, 1995) have written a lot about the history and culture of this group. 
Various other authors have also contributed to the body of knowledge known about the Marúbo. 
See references for: Coutinho Júnior 1998, Couto 2001, Erikson 1994, Gaudeda 1996, and Lima 
1994.  

4.4.5. Socioeconomic factors 

The Marúbo have had contact with outsiders since the latter 1800s, when they interacted with the 
rubber collectors. Later, they obtained their trade goods by working for loggers. During the dry 
season they collected rubber, and during the raining season they cut logs. With all outsider traffic 
cut off from the Javari Indigenous Territory, many of these economic activities have ceased. For 
example, there is no longer a way to get logs to the market.  

The Marúbo practice subsistence farming growing corn (maize), manioc, bananas, papaya, and 
guava. They also grow plants intended for other uses, such as tobacco, nettles, and cotton. They 
use guns for hunting, and hook and line for fishing. The Marúbo also fish communally, using a 
cultivated fish poison.  

The Marúbo are currently heavily involved in CIVAJA.  

4.4.6. Lifestyle 

The Marúbo live in malocas. Construction of the Marúbo dwelling is different than that of the 
Korubo. They build their maloca on the top of a hill. Ivory palm straw covers the Marúbo 
maloca from the ridge to the ground. Rather than being elevated off the ground like the 
Korubo’s, the Marúbo malocas are elevated topographically. There are other structures located in 
the surrounding area. They are erected on stilts, and have floors and walls of ruffle palm bark 
and thatched roofs. These structures are individually owned and act like storage houses for 
personal belongings. The personal belongings are often trade goods and other personal effects.  

The Marúbo are a patriarchal society, but trace lineage in a matriarchal fashion. A prominent 
male owns the maloca. He exercises leadership over the various nuclear families who live in this 
shelter. The preferred marriage for a Marúbo man is with a woman descended from the mother’s 
side. The daughter of a maternal uncle is preferred. 

The Marúbo have traditional religious practices, particularly surrounding funerals. They also 
have curing chants and ceremonies preformed by shamans. These are often accompanied by the 
use of ayahuasca, a plant that has hallucinogenic properties. 
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4.4.7. Interaction with other Indian groups 

The Marúbo maintained hostile relations with the Matsés. In the early 1960s, a small group of 
Marúbo were searching for turtle eggs on the Curuça River. The Matsés attacked them in a wife-
stealing raid. One Marúbo man was killed and three women were abducted. The Marúbo 
retaliated and supposedly killed fourteen Matsés. Several years later, outsiders contacted the 
Matsés. At that time, two of the three women were returned to the Marúbo. The third apparently 
had died (Melatti 1998b).  

The Marúbo have had friendly, reciprocal relations with the Matís for some time. The Matís 
frequently visit Marúbo villages for several days. They sometimes go to play soccer. There have 
been times when the Matís were lacking in food from their gardens. During these times, they 
often went to the Marúbo to ask for help. The Marúbo do the same with the Matís. At one time 
there was a problem with wild game scarcity for the Matís, and the Marúbo invited them to go 
pig hunting. 

4.4.8. Changes as a result of contact 

Anthropologists from the University of Brasilia are teaching Marúbo school teachers about 
Marúbo religion, healing, and shaman chants (Rich, personal communication, 29 March 2007). 

For many language groups, there has been little success in retaining teachers in the villages in the 
Vale do Javari Indigenous Territory. However, New Tribes Mission has run a school among the 
Marúbo for many years. It was reported that there is education in Marúbo in the villages. Some 
Marúbo go for secondary-level education in Atalaia and Cruzeiro do Sul. It appears that 
education is having some impact. 

4.5. Matís 

4.5.1. History 

Early explorers often confused the Matís with the Matsés or Marúbo. Therefore, some early 
reports of contact cannot be trusted. The first known contact with the Matís was made by FUNAI 
in 1978. Almost immediately following contact, there was an epidemic of pneumonia that wiped 
out over half of this group (http://www.survival-international.org/old%20site/brfirstcontact.htm). 
By 1983, only eighty-seven out of an estimated 350 had survived 
(http://magma.nationalgeographic.com/ngm/0308/feature1/).  

4.5.2. Present location  

The Matís live in two villages in the middle portion of the Itui River. These villages are located 
at the points where Igarape Beija-Flor and Igarape Aurelio (igarape means ‘stream’) meet the 
Itui River. They live in close proximity to the Marúbo and interact with them and the Korubo. 

4.5.3. Population 

The Ethnologue lists 120 speakers of Matís. The Socioambiental web site lists 239 for this group 
in 2000 (http://www.socioambiental.org/pib/epienglish/verbetinho/Matis.htm). According to 
FUNASA (Government Health Department), as reported by one of their employees, there are 
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now 280 Matís (Emsheimer, personal communication, Feb. 1, 2007). The higher figure is likely 
more accurate since most of these groups appear to be increasing. 

4.5.4. Previous research 

There has been relatively little published on the Matís compared to some of the other groups 
researched in this report. Philippe Erikson has produced at least twenty-two articles between 
1987 and 2003 about the Matís. His research has tended to focus on the culture of this group. 
Others have written on contact and culture, but not much has been done on the language. See 
references for Cavuscens 1986, CEDI 1982, Coelho 1976, Courboin 1901, and Melatti 1981, 
1989. 

4.5.5. Socioeconomic factors 

The Matís have a reputation for being among the best hunters in the Amazon. They hunt using a 
four-meter blowgun (Emsheimer, personal communication Feb. 1, 2007). They practice 
subsistence farming and gather other items from the surrounding rainforest. Periodically, the 
Matís travel to Atalaia do Norte or even Leticia to sell artifacts. Some are also employed by 
FUNAI at their Korubo contact base.  

There are no indigenous organizations connected exclusively with the Matís. Members of this 
group, however, work for FUNAI and help their efforts to contact uncontacted groups. They are 
specifically involved as translators for the Korubo at FUNAI’s Korubo contact base. 

4.5.6. Lifestyle 

The Matís live in two villages with large malocas. These dwellings are made of framing with 
thatching reaching all the way to the ground (similar to the Marúbo). These communal dwellings 
house one prominent family and several other families. Surrounding the main maloca are smaller 
structures for individual families. The smaller structures are also frame and thatch, but are raised 
a few feet off the ground. 

The preferred marriage is for a man to marry a maternal uncle’s daughter.  

4.5.7. Interaction with other Indian groups 

The Matís relate to the Korubo, Marúbo, and, to some degree, the Matsés. There was one case 
where a Matsés man married a Matís woman; when people in the village started dying, however, 
the Matsés man was blamed for using witchcraft and they killed him. 

4.5.8. Changes as a result of contact 

Contact was made with the Matís in 1978; diseases quickly followed. One particular pneumonia 
epidemic reduced their population to only eighty-seven in 1983. They had practiced a traditional 
religion, with ceremonies and rituals. These stopped around the lowest point of their population 
decline (http://www.survival-international.org/old%20site/brfirstcontact.htm). With the current 
increase in their population, they have renewed the practice of these ceremonies and rituals.  

New Tribes Mission has begun language-development work with the Matís. 
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4.6. Matsés  

4.6.1. History 

The Matsés have had contact with outsiders on the Javari River from as early as the 1700s. At 
that time they were called Mayoruna. Mayoruna was likely a cover term for several uncontacted 
Panoan language groups. Thus, not all reports of contact with the Mayoruna were necessarily 
with the Matsés (Fleck 2003:29). They were reported to be fierce Indians that resisted invasions 
by outsiders. This reputation, and their resistance to outsiders, often resulted in contact with this 
group being violent. They have been the focus of attacks by outsiders, even the military. One 
person interviewed on the survey told us the story of how the Peruvian military attacked the 
Matsés. This military attack was in retaliation for wife-stealing raids on the Peruvian town of 
Requena (see Matlock 2002 for more information about this incident). 

Permanent contact with this group was not established until 1969. At that time, two SIL 
members, Harriet Kneeland and Harriet Fields established friendly contact in Peru. Illnesses and 
epidemics followed contact. The SIL members were able to help with these epidemics by 
providing medical care, but many still died. A couple of years later, contact with the Matsés in 
Brazil was made. The Matsés in Brazil had captured a Ticuna woman in a wife-stealing raid. 
When sickness came, she led them to Palmeiras for help. There they met a general who brought 
medicines to where they were living.  

4.6.2. Present location  

The westernmost of the tribes investigated in this study, the Matsés live along both sides of the 
upper part of the Javari River. There are fourteen Matsés villages in Peru and three in Brazil. 
Most Matsés do not live in Brazil’s Javari Valley Indigenous Area, thus their villages are not off 
limits to outsiders. Their villages are along the Javari, Jaquirana, and Pardo Rivers in Brazil. 
They live along the Galvez River and along Igarape Chobayacu in Peru. Some Matsés have 
moved downriver and settled in Atalaia do Norte or Benjamim Constant. 

There are also at least two uncontacted Matsés groups in Brazil. The two groups live less than 50 
kilometers east of the Javari River (Fleck 2003:2). One is located east and slightly south of 
Palmeiras. The other is located almost directly south of the first. It is east of Lobo and about 50 
kilometers upriver from Palmeiras. 

4.6.3. Population 

The Matsés live in both Brazil and Peru. It is the only group in this report listed as having 
speakers in both countries. They are the largest group covered in this report. There are more 
speakers in Peru than Brazil. The Ethnologue lists 1,000 in Brazil and 2,000 in Peru. The 
Socioambiental web site puts the population at 829 in Brazil in the year 2000 
(http://www.socioambiental.org/pib/epienglish/ verbetinho/matse.htm). Another web site 
estimates that there are currently 760 Matsés in Brazil (http://www.korubo.com/AMAZONDOC/ 
amazongallery.html). Perhaps one of the most accurate estimates comes from Fleck, who 
completed his Ph.D. dissertation on the Matsés in 2003. He bases his information on figures from 
another researcher who conducted a census in 1998, and on estimates of population increase. 
Fleck (2003:21) estimates that there was a total population of between 2,100 and 2,200 in 2003. 
About 1,400 of those would be in Peru, with the remaining 800 in Brazil. 
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4.6.4. Previous research 

Harriet Fields (1963 to 1990) and Harriet Kneeland (1970 to 2000) have each published at least 
twenty-one articles on the Matsés. Their writings include linguistics, literacy, and culture. Peter 
Gorman has studied this group quite a bit. His research is mostly related to the medicinal and 
shamanistic uses of plant and animal extracts. David Fleck (2003) did his doctoral dissertation on 
the grammar of this language.  

4.6.5. Socioeconomic factors 

The majority of the Matsés hunt, fish and farm. Some of the crops they grow are corn, manioc, 
bananas, plantains, sweet potatoes, beans, pineapple, papaya, and sugarcane 
(http://www.peruecologico.com.pe/etnias_mayoruna.htm).  

Fleck (2003:26) reports that, in Peru, the “Matsés are now beginning to enter the market 
economy, and will sell smoked game meat and extra produce (mainly plantains) in Colonia 
Angamos.” It is the Matsés, living near Angamos, who are becoming most accustomed to a 
market economy. Again, this is for the Matsés living in Peru. The Brazil Matsés likely do not 
participate in all of these market economy activities. Fleck also reports that, in the early 1970s, a 
number of Matsés began to raise domestic animals; these include chickens, pigs, and ducks. 
These are generally sold to outsiders, but occasionally are used for their own consumption. The 
Matsés rarely participate in logging ventures, or work at jobs that pay cash; some transport 
and/or guide the occasional tourist (Fleck 2003:26).  

The Matsés in Peru have formed an indigenous non-profit organization. This organization is 
called MATSÉS, which stands for “The Movement in the Amazon for Tribal Subsistence and 
Economic Sustainability” (http://www.Matsés.org/). The members of this organization are all 
Matsés. Matsés schoolteachers started this organization (with some help from outsiders, hence 
the acronym). MATSÉS reports itself to be an organization “of the Matsés tribe offering 
assistance to the Matsés people” (http://www.Matsés.org/).  

4.6.6. Lifestyle 

The preferred marriage pattern for the Matsés is with cross-cousins. During the period of raiding, 
however, many women and children were captured from other indigenous groups. Some were 
also captured from Spanish-speaking Peruvians and Portuguese-speaking Brazilians.  

The practice of polygamy is common and wife-sharing among brothers occurs sometimes (Fleck 
2003:36). Authority structure appears to be patrilineal, with men gaining prestige in the 
community through hunting skills (Fleck 2003:37). What Fleck reports is probably true for those 
who have less contact with outsiders. On the survey, we noticed something different. Those who 
spoke Spanish or Portuguese the best, or those who were pastors, had the highest prestige. 

4.6.7. Interaction with other Indian groups 

The Matsés are most famous for their past wife-stealing raids. Some of this is discussed above in 
relation to the Marúbo and Kulina Pano. The wife-stealing brought them into contact with many 
of the groups in the region. They assimilated women and children who spoke other Panoan 
languages. Thus, they tend to have knowledge of some of these other languages. In Brazil, they 
interact with other indigenous peoples in places like Atalaia do Norte. 
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4.6.8. Changes as a result of contact 

An anthropologist by the name of Gorman spent more than eight years working with the Matsés. 
He reported that when he first began working with them, they were still maintaining their 
customary lifestyles. His last visit to the Matsés was in 1992. He reported that, at that time, many 
of those he had worked with were adapting to Peruvian national culture (Gorman).  

Fleck is probably the current leading authority on the Matsés. He sees them as assimilating to 
Peruvian national culture at a rapid pace. He reports that “Many cultural traits have already been 
lost in the time since SIL contact in 1969, including all ceremonies, dancing, chanting, facial 
tattooing, and piercing, and most other rituals” (Fleck 2003:34). 

Some of the Matsés young people are moving to towns. One Peruvian Matsés interviewed on the 
survey bemoaned this trend. He felt it was because there was little economy in the villages and 
they were only able to sell bananas at a low price in Angamos. He would like to see a good road 
built to Requena. He believed that a road would link them with the market economy and would 
help keep the young people in the village. 

There are very successful schools for the Matsés on the Peruvian side of the Javari. Literacy 
materials were developed in Matsés in Peru, as well as a translation of the New Testament of the 
Bible. Stan Anonby says that he has never seen a village in South America where the results of 
literacy in the language had as much impact. It seemed that everyone was literate in Matsés. 
There were signs in Matsés. Matsés Bibles were well worn and much read during the church 
service. There is bilingual education and there are government-sponsored teachers in the Matsés 
villages in Peru. The schools all have Matsés schoolteachers. The teachers teach the beginning 
grades in Matsés and the later grades in Spanish (Fleck 2003:35).The New Tribes missionaries in 
Cruzeirinho, Brazil are using the Matsés literacy materials produced in Peru. Cruzeirinho is the 
only Matsés village where the people have consistent access to education in Portuguese. Despite 
this, very few have actually learned much Portuguese (Ricardo Dias, personal communication). 
Some Matsés attend secondary-level schools in Iquitos. 

On the survey, when we arrived in Palmeiras, the Matsés were putting on a dance. Ricardo Dias, 
the New Tribes missionary there, explained that some remnants of these cultural traits are being 
revived in Brazil. 

4.7. Uncontacted groups 

Th Javari area is reported to have the largest concentration of uncontacted indigenous people in 
Brazil, possibly the world. It has been reported that, on the Jandiatuba River alone, there are 
twelve uncontacted groups. At least twenty-six communal houses have been spotted from the air 
and other have been reported. As of June 2001, at least nineteen communities of uncontacted 
peoples had been located in the Vale (http://www.korubo.com/erling.htm). This number was up 
to at least twenty-two by 2005 (Raffaele 2005).  

Very little is known about these groups. It is assumed that they are similar to other tribes in the 
area. Due to outsiders flying over their villages, some things have been learned. Most of these 
groups practice some type of subsistence agriculture. They probably hunt, fish, and gather other 
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foods growing wild in the rainforest. FUNAI knows the location of most of these bands. 
Information on some of the groups, gleaned from interviews and publications, is as follows: 

We learned on the survey that there are people who come and go from Ereunepé to Atalaia. They 
use bush trails, which still exist throughout the Javari Valley. Whole families travel through the 
Javari in this way. They often encounter uncontacted indigenous people. Sometimes the contact 
is somewhat violent. One person reported that uncontacted indigenous people threw stones at 
them. Those traveling on rivers frequently report uncontacted groups. One person reported 
having uncontacted people call out to them from the banks of the river. His group did not stop 
because they were afraid. 

There are two groups called Flecheiros (“Arrow people”). One group lives to the west of the 
Quixito and the other in the Kanamari area. Former FUNAI employee Sydney Possuelo made 
attempts to contact the group west of the Quixito (http://magma.nationalgeographic.com/ 
/ngm/0308/feature1/). The Pisabo and “Indios enanos” (small Indians) are two groups in Peru 
mentioned by people interviewed in this survey. The Pisabo are said to live in the upper Tapiche 
River area. The “Indios enanos” are reported to live near the headwaters of the Yavari Mirím 
River. As a crow flies, this is not far from the town of Iquitos.  

There is also an uncontacted group that lives near the Marúbo in the upper Itui River area. The 
Marúbo there occasionally discover them, or evidence of them, near their villages (Rich, 
Personal communication, 29 March 2007). 

In addition, there is a group of uncontacted indigenous people who inhabit an area near the Itui 
River. The police who guard the Itui River warn people not to tie up their boats near the Coari 
because of the uncontacted indigenous people living in that area. Apparently, this group is 
known to act friendly until they get travelers close enough. Then they hook their boats with a 
pole and club them to death and take their belongings (Rich, personal communication 29 March 
2007). The identification of this group was not clear. This uncontacted group is not known to use 
arrows, but prefers war clubs. This same preference is reported for the Korubo. 

5.  Linguistics 

5.1. Language families 

5.1.1. Katukinan 

The Katukinan language family includes three languages: Kanamari [knm], Katawixi [xat], and 
Katukina [kav], all located in Brazil. They have very few speakers, in fact, Katukina may be 
extinct. Kanamari has a dialect, Tsohon-Djapa. The Kanamari are the only indigenous group in 
this report that does not speak a Panoan language. The Ethnologue lists two alternate names: 
Kanamaré and Canamarí.  

5.1.2. Panoan 

There are seven branches to the Panoan language family: Eastern, North-Central, Northern, 
South-Central, Southeastern, Southern, Western, and there is one unclassified language. The 
1995 Ethnologue lists twenty-eight languages in the family. Some of the languages are extinct, 
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for example, Panobo [pno], and others have relatively large populations; for example, Shipibo-
Conibo [shp] has an estimated 23,000 speakers and has official status in Peru.  

Kulina Pano [no ISO code yet] and Korubo [xor] are the only two languages about which there 
was a question as to their classification before this survey. 

The Matís [mpq] and Matsés [mcf] are classified in the Northern Panoan branch.  

Matsés is a Spanish name for the group; their Portuguese name is Mayoruna. The 2005 
Ethnologue lists the following alternate names in Peru: Mayoruna, Maxuruna, Majuruna, 
Mayiruna, Maxirona, Magirona, and Mayuzuna.  

Marúbo [mzr] belongs to the North-Central Panoan branch. Everyone interviewed during the 
survey indicated that Marúbo is linguistically distinct from the North Panoan languages in the 
area. The 1995 Ethnologue lists the following alternate names for this group: Maruba, Marova, 
and Kaniuá. It also reports that Korubo may be the same language. The results of this survey 
contradict this. Korubo is definitely not the same as Marúbo. 

5.2. Linguistic relationships  

One of the primary goals of this research was to clarify the linguistic relationships between these 
Panoan languages. In order to investigate linguistic similarity several, methods were used to 
gather data.  

1. Wordlists – A list of 345 words was collected in Marúbo, Matís, Matsés, and 
Kulina Pano. These were compared for similarity. 

2. Recorded Text Testing – Audio recordings in Korubo, Matís, and Matsés were 
played for people from different groups. The responses from these interactions 
give an indication of comprehension and similarity between the languages. 

3. Opinions – Discussions and activities with speakers of the different languages 
elicited speaker opinions as the the relationships of the different languages. 

5.2.1. Wordlists 

Ed Emsheimer used a Swadesh-Rowe wordlist to collect lexical data for Marúbo, Matís, Matsés, 
and Kulina Pano (see appendix 1). Using these wordlists, he did a lexical comparison of these 
four languages. The method for comparison was to divide the words into two categories: 
identical (or almost so) and analogous. There are several considerations that influenced his 
decisions. One was the phonetic factors of the languages. For example, the Marubo use the 
phone [v] where the Matís, Matsés, and Kulina Pano use [b]. The Marúbo have the phone [r] in 
the initial position of words where the Matís, Matsés, and Kulina Pano have [d]. Words with 
only these phonetic differences were considered to be "almost" identical. Another factor was the 
verb endings. Between Matís and Matsés, there was a minimal difference at times. For instance, 
the Matís use [-ek] for one suffix and the Matsés use [-et] or [-Ø]. These word differences were 
considered to be "almost" identical.  
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As usual, there were difficulties with use of a wordlist. Many words on the Swadesh-Rowe list 
are unfamiliar to the culture of the indigenous groups from the Vale do Javari. Thus, they did not 
have words to express those ideas, or they used some words for more than one word in the list. 
There were also problems with the translation of the English words to Portuguese. Some 
incorrect translations caused confusion. So, of the total Swadesh-Rowe wordlist, 345 words were 
collected and compared for Matís, Marúbo, and Matsés. Of those 345, thirty-six were excluded 
for other reasons. Because of limited time, only 142 Kulina Pano words were collected for 
comparison with the other three languages. 

Table 1 presents the percentage of words that, when compared, were considered identical, or 
almost identical.  

Table 1. Percentage of similar and identical words. 

Matsés 15%   
Matís 27% 39%  
Kulina Pano 32% 55% 65% 
 Marúbo Matsés Matís 

 

From the comparison presented in Table 1, we get an impression that Matís and Matsés have 
considerable lexical differences with Marúbo, while Matís and Matsés have considerably greater 
lexical similarity with Kulina Pano. This comparison would be one indication that Kulina Pano 
should be classified with Matís and Matsés as a North Panoan language, rather than as a North 
Central Panoan language with Marúbo.  

From the wordlist comparison, we also get an impression of phonological grouping. As 
described above, the Marubo use the phone [v] where the Matís, Matsés, and Kulina Pano use 
[b]. The Marúbo have the phone [r] in the initial position of words where the Matís, Matsés, and 
Kulina Pano have [d]. Therefore, Kulina Pano groups better with Matís and Matsés than with 
Marúbo. 

5.2.2. Recorded Text Testing  

Several audio recordings were collected before the trip. An audio recording of Korubo was 
obtained from video footage available on the National Geographic web site 
(http://www.tv.com/national-geographic-channel-specials/show/35548/contribute.html). The 
recording included a few rapid monologues from a Korubo woman talking with Sydney Possuelo 
and some Matís-language speakers. The recording was of poor quality, which hindered 
comprehension. We used a DVD copy of the Luke video in the Matsés language for a sample of 
that language. Audio recordings of Matís were also obtained. 

The audio recordings were used to conduct a type of Recorded Text Test (RTT). The RTT is a 
test where speakers of a language listen to recordings of another language. This is can be done in 
groups or individually. As implemented for this study, after listening to the recordings, they were 
asked to give their general impressions about how much they understood. They were also asked 
about their impressions as to the similarity of the speech with their own. They were also asked to 
translate some of the speech as an exercise in comprehension. It is a much less-rigorous method 
than an actual RTT, but it provides some valuable information. There is much potential for error 
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in this kind of testing. However, it does help to discern where it might not be possible to share 
materials. Discerning where materials might be shared would need more in-depth testing. The 
findings described in prose below are summarized in table 2. 

The RTT was done with three speakers of Matsés, one speaker of Marúbo, one of Kulina Pano, 
and one of Matís. Unfortunately, the Marúbo and Kulina Pano speakers had difficulty with the 
method and did not prove helpful. 

The three speakers of Matsés first listened to the Matsés text and were able to understand it quite 
well, as would be expected. Only one Matsés speaker was able to understand some Korubo. This 
speaker was able to translate four out of the thirty phrases. The other two were not able to 
understand any Korubo. 

One Matsés speaker was able to understand about half of the Matís recording. A second was only 
able to understand a little. No response was obtained from the third Matsés speaker. On the 
survey, several Matsés speakers reported that the Matís spoke like their grandparents. This 
indicates that Matís seems to them like a more conservative variety of language (less language 
variation and/or closer to archaic varieties). This might be expected, since the Matís were only 
contacted in 1978. The isolation may have resulted in a more conservative variety of speech.  

The Matís speaker had no problem understanding the Matís recording. He was able to understand 
and translate nine out of thirty phrases from the Korubo recording. He did not do as well on the 
Matsés text. He was only able to understand about seven phrases and some isolated words from 
the Matsés text. He admitted, however, that he didn’t grasp the content of the story.  

As cited by Socioambiental, some Matís speakers interviewed by another researcher have 
reported that they can easily communicate with the Korubo. However, the test using the Korubo 
audio recording gave the appearance that the Matís couldn’t understand much Korubo. They also 
reported that the other Panoan languages are more distant from Korubo. This may have been 
partially due to the poor quality of the recording. Most Matís feel that the Marúbo language is the 
least similar. 

The Marúbo speaker wasn’t able to understand any of the Matsés or Korubo texts.  

The Kulina Pano really didn’t understand the exercise. Listening to the Matsés and Matís 
materials, he seemed to understand some things. This was indicated by the fact that he translated 
a phrase or two. However, he was mostly non-responsive. He wasn’t able to understand any of 
the Korubo recording. 
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Table 2. Comprehension of texts. 

Test subjects Korubo recording Matís recording Matsés recording 
Kulina Pano No comprehension Small amount, a 

phrase or two, 
inadequate feedback 

Small amount, 
inadequate feedback 

Marúbo No comprehension Not tested No comprehension 
Matís 9 of 30 phrases All 7 phrases and isolated 

words, didn’t grasp 
content 

Matsés 4 of 30 phrases About half All 
 

While this test was rough and inconclusive, we can continue to see that Marúbo doesn’t fit well 
with the Northern Panoan languages. We would have expected to see Kulina Pano having better 
comprehension with Matís and Matsés. 

5.2.3. Opinions 

Another method used to investigate language community relationships was to use cards with the 
language names. People were shown the cards and asked to group them according to their 
linguistic similarity to one another. This was done with some speakers of Matsés, Marúbo, and 
Matís that were used for the text testing exercise. A depiction of the findings is shown in table 3. 

The Matsés speakers put Matsés and Matís as being quite close, Korubo as a little more distant, 
and Marúbo being quite far away.  

The Marúbo speaker put Matsés and Matís as close and Marúbo as being distant from these two. 

The Matís thought that the Korubo language was pretty similar. He thought that Kulina Pano was 
the next closest, then Matsés, and, lastly, Marúbo. At first, the Matís wanted to say that Marúbo 
was closer than the others. This is due to the fact that their villages are near geographically. They 
have friendly contact and many Matís learn some Marúbo words. 

Table 3. Depiction of similarity. 

Matsés Matís Korubo Marúbo  

Marúbo Matsés Matís   

Matís Korubo Kulina Pano Matsés Marúbo 
 

Table 3 shows how the speakers language, listed first, is related in linguistic distance to the other 
languages. Once again, we see that Marúbo is always separate from the other languages. It is 
interesting that the Matsés speakers considered Matís to be closer than the Matís speakers 
considered Matsés. 
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5.3. Multilingualism 

All of these groups have had interaction with Spanish and/or Portuguese speakers to one degree 
or another. Our observation, during the time of this study, is that the extent of interaction differs 
for each group.  

The Korubo have had little contact with Portuguese and probably learn little or no Portuguese. 

The Matís are rapidly gaining exposure to Portuguese. Typically, the Matís and other groups 
have interaction with Brazilians when they travel to Atalaia do Norte. Sometimes, they may go 
to Benjamim Constant or Tabatinga to sell artifacts and attend regional or national meetings. 
When they are sick, they often go to Atalaia. Some also work at FUNAI’s Korubo base. 

Some of the Matsés come into contact with Brazilians in the towns of Atalaia do Norte and 
Palmeiras. Ricardo Dias explains that those in Cruzeirinho hardly ever go down to Atalaia 
because it is such a long trip. They get the help they need from the New Tribes Missionaries in 
the area. The Matsés in the village of Lobo, further upstream from Palmeiras, rely on FUNAI for 
any help they might need. It is only the Matsés on Rio Pardo, on the Curaçá River system, that 
must travel down to Atalaia for outside help.  

In Peru, the Matsés seem to have more contact with outsiders than in Brazil. They frequently 
descend to the town of Angamos to sell their goods. Others take a trail to Requena, a Peruvian 
town on the Ucayali River. Many have been to the city of Iquitos to study for extended periods. 
Those in Peru tend to look for help from the towns of Requena and Iquitos via Angamos. During 
this study, we observed a higher percentage of Spanish bilingualism than Portuguese 
bilingualism among the Matsés. Carmen Carvalho, who did research for her Master’s degree on 
Brazilian Matsés in 1988 and 1990, seems to concur. She found only two Matsés that she 
considered fairly fluent in Portuguese (Carvalho 1992). 

The Marúbo have more exposure to Brazilians than other tribes; there is a settlement near Atalaia 
where many Marúbo live. They have also had New Tribes missionaries living in their village for 
decades. Although we don’t know what language is used for interaction between the missionaries 
and the Marúbo, young Marúbo men are reported to be able to speak to each other in Portuguese. 
The older Marúbo know some Spanish (Melatti 1998e).  

The Kulina Pano have likely had the most exposure to Portuguese speakers and appear to be 
shifting to Portuguese. They have had interaction with outsiders since the 1960s 
(http://www.korubo.com/AMAZONDOC/amazongallery.html). Only the older speakers are 
reported to still be able to speak some Kulina Pano. The younger Kulina Pano are monolingual in 
Portuguese.  

Two Portuguese speakers were interviewed who have had a lot of exposure to speakers of five of 
these languages (all except Korubo). They were asked their opinion of the percentage of these 
groups that have learned some Portuguese. One person, Salvador, gave the following evaluation 
of percentages of speakers with proficiency in Portuguese: 
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10% of the Matís can speak Portuguese. 
20% of the Kanamari can speak Portuguese. 
30% of the Matsés can speak Portuguese. 
40% of the Marúbo can speak Portuguese. 
100% of the Kulina Pano can speak Portuguese. 

The other person, Jaime,  responded as follows: 

1% of the Matís can speak Portuguese. 
10% of the Matsés can speak Portuguese. 
20% of the Marúbo can speak Portuguese. 
90% of the Kanamari can speak Portuguese. 
100% of the Kulina Pano can speak Portuguese. 

While this information is not conclusive, it does point out that the contact the Matís and Matsés 
have with Portuguese is having the least impact. It also indicates that the contact the Marúbo 
have with Portuguese is having more impact. The Kulina Pano have had the greatest exposure to 
Portuguese and it is having the most impact on the vitality of their language. The information is 
conflicting for Kanamari. 

6. Conclusions 

6.1. Language similarities  

We believe that this survey provides evidence supporting Kulina Pano and Koruba are in the 
Northern Panoan branch. Results of this survey indicate that Korubo is also linguistically very 
close to Matís. The Matís speak Matís to the Korubo, and Korubo speak Korubo to the Matís; 
they understand each other without much difficulty. Matís speakers are used by FUNAI as 
translators with the Korubo. Further research needs to be done, but Korubo may turn out to be a 
variety of Matís.  

The lexical similarities presented in table 1 agree with what was reported by the speakers of 
these languages that were interviewed. They all reported that Marúbo was the most different of 
the Panoan languages they were comparing. When Matís, Marúbo, and Matsés are compared, the 
Matís-Matsés pair shows the greatest similarity.  

One surprising result revealed in table 1 was the relationship of Kulina Pano with Matís and 
Matsés. Kulina Pano has greater similarity to Matís and Matsés than they have to each other. 
People do not consider Kulina Pano as similar as Matís and Matsés. Only the Matís speaker put 
Kulina Pano closer to Matís than Matsés, as displayed in table 3. One possible explanation is that 
no Kulina Pano recordings were played for those interviewed. They may have rated the language 
relationships this way because of lack of exposure. 

Based on phonetic features described in section 6.2, we see another confirmation of the close 
linguistic relationship of Matís, Matsés, and Kulina Pano. 
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6.2. Multilingualism and language vitality  

The information in this report is not conclusive, nor does it distinguish between individual levels 
of bilingual proficiency. However, we can glean some impressions on the multilingualism of the 
people in the Vale do Javari. The vitality of the languages can only be implied by looking at 
factors that seem to be encouraging maintenance or shift. One of the strongest evidences of 
language maintenance is when children are learning their parents language first. Except for the 
Kulina Pano, this appears to be happening with all of the groups. 

Little is known about the Kulina Pano. Of the groups studied in this project it appears that the 
Kulina Pano have had the greatest exposure to Portuguese. Their population has been greatly 
reduced and they are a very small group. It is possible that there may be a threshold under which 
there are not enough speakers to sustain a language. It appears that the contact with Portuguese 
speakers is having severe impact on the vitality of their language. In this case, we are not talking 
about multilingualism, but complete language shift. Only the older speakers are reported to still 
be able to speak some Kulina Pano. The younger Kulina Pano are monolingual in Portuguese. 

The Kanamari have had significant contact with Portuguese speakers; so much contact, it has 
been reported they have lost much of their indigenous culture. The younger generation are 
reported to be adapting culturally to the outside world. Women have married outside of the tribe. 
However, we don’t have much evidence of what is happening to the language vitality. Based on 
the response from one man, there may not be widespread bilingualism or shift to Portuguese. 
Possibly their larger size is helping some to preserve the language. 

The Marúbo have a long history of contact with outsiders. It appears that the contact the Marúbo 
have with Portuguese may be having impact on the use of their language. However, it seems that 
the impact may be more with some and less with others. Some young Marúbo men are reported 
to be able to speak to each other in Portuguese. Some of the older Marúbo speak some Spanish. 
They also seem to be maintaining aspects of their culture. With outsiders working to preserve 
aspects of their language and culture, it may be possible for the people to achieve a state of stable 
diglossia in which both languages can be used for separate purposes. 

After the first contact in 1978, the Matís experienced a terrible loss of population due to disease. 
It is possible that, due to their small population, they may be more reliant on trade with outsiders 
in the larger towns. While they are beginning to grow in numbers once again they are also having 
increasing contact with Portuguese speakers. Still, it appears that the contact the Matís have with 
Portuguese speakers is not yet having much impact and there is very low reported bilingualism. 

Of the groups covered in this study, the Matsés have had the longest contact with outsiders. They 
are also the largest language group covered in this study. Therefore, one might expect to find 
high levels of bilingualism and language shift. However, there are a number of factors that seem 
to be supporting the maintenance of their language. There are some Matsés groups that remain 
uncontacted. It is a relatively large group, spread over a wide area, which may enhance the 
prestige and value of Matsés. They have been a fierce people and maintained a level of 
dominance; there are other evidences of cultural pride. Therefore, the evidence we have indicates 
that there is very little Portuguese bilingualism.  
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It was reported that there is a higher percentage of Spanish bilingualism than Portuguese among 
the Matsés. Fleck (2003:33) reports that, on the Peruvian side, the Matsés have negative attitudes 
toward their language. However, in the villages, we observed many signs in Matsés, but none in 
Spanish. The indigenous people spoke Matsés freely in our presence. Even Peruvians living in 
the area claimed to have learned Matsés. Thus, there seems to be evidence of positive language 
attitudes on both sides of the border. The multiple options for bilingualism may be another factor 
that serves to maintain Matsés. 

The first contact of outsiders with the Korubo was in 1996. Most of them continue to live quite 
isolated. The evidence gathered during this survey indicates that the Korubo have little contact 
with Portuguese speakers and probably learn little or no Portuguese. Therefore, at this time, we 
can presume the Korubo language vitality is strong. 

6.3. Language and literacy development 

This survey found that there has been significant language and literacy development with 
Marúbo and Matsés. This seems to be an encouragement for some of their people to get educated 
in higher-level schools. 

Evidence presented in this report indicates that Matís and Korubo may be similar enough to 
share or easily adapt materials. It was reported that New Tribes Mission has begun working with 
the Matís. 

Further research needs to be done with the Kanamari. It is unclear what development work has 
been done, and the language shift or bilingualism situation is unclear. 

Language shift has been so pronounced with the Kulina Pano that there would be no point to 
attempt language and literacy-development activities. It would be good for there to be further 
documentation of the language. 

There seem to be several uncontacted groups in the lower reaches of the Vale do Javari. At some 
point in the future, permanent contact will probably be established; after this, further research 
will be needed. It is possible that these uncontacted groups may speak a language that is very 
different from the surrounding tribes. In this case, they may benefit from language and literacy 
development. It is also possible that they speak one of the languages in the area.  
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7. Appendix 1 

Comparative Vocabulary 
 Língua 

Portuguesa 
English Matís Kulina Pano Marúbo Matsés 

001 Língua tongue a`na `ana `ana `r‹vu anusu`tŠ 
002 Boca mouth `‹kƒa `ana `ana a`na 
003 Lábios lips kwi`†it `‹k†it k‹`ƒa `‹¿bit 
004 Dente tooth ƒ‹`ta `Æ‹ta `ƒ‹ta `ƒ‹ta 
005 Nariz nose d‹`ƒan `d‹ƒan ‹r‹`kin `d‹biate 
006 Olho eye b‹`ru `‹Æ‹ `v‹ru w‹`ƒ‹ 
007 Orelha ear pa†‹`ƒan Pa`†‹ƒan `pan…u pabi`ate 
008 Cabeça head ma`ƒŒ `maƒŒ `mapu ma`pi 
009 Testa forehead `b‹manan  `v‹mand‹ b‹`tant‹te 
010 Cabelo hair ma`ƒatkiti `dani / ma`ƒatkete vo man‹ra©k 
011 Queixo chin kwi`tõgo `kwini ku© ki`atŠ 
012 Barba beard kwi`ƒatkiti `kwiƒat `k‹ndi `kwibu 
013 Pescoço neck `t‹tun `t‹ƒŒ t‹`pun t‹`nitŠ 
014 Peito chest `p‹†un `Æ‹¿tun `ƒu…i `ƒitd‹`yatkit 
015 Seios breasts `ƒuma `Æuma `ƒuma `ƒuma 
016 Abdômen /ventre belly `puku `puku `pustu `puku 
017 Costa back `kaƒuku `ka×Œ `p‹…iri ka`…Œ 
018 Ombro shoulder p‹`tõgo t‹`rinte `…a¿te `p¢yãtuku  
019 Braço arm `pŒrŒ `pŒrŒ `m‹taƒ‹ `pŒrŒ 
020 Braço superior upper arm p‹`t‹ƒka  `puyã p‹`t‹sk‹n 
021 Cotovelo elbow m‹n`…imburuƒ m‹rin`tsimpis `m‹taƒ `…intu m‹n`tsimpis 
022 Mão hand `m‹k‹n `m‹k‹n `m‹vi m‹`rante 
023 Dedos das mãos fingers m‹`k‹n d‹`ƒan `m‹k‹n `buƒbi `m‹vi `r‹vu m‹rante d‹ƒbi 
024 Unha finger nail  `m‹ntsis `m‹ntsis `m‹ntsisi `m‹ntsis 
025 Perna leg tsi`†‹n `manete i`taƒ‹ `nitŠ 
026 Coxa thigh `dantakwa `k‹si `kiƒi b‹w‹`sutkit 
027 Joelho knee `damb‹ru `dan‹ƒ `ravuƒ‹ da`n‹ƒ 
028 Tornozelo ankle ta‹t‹`tun  ta`poƒ‹ `ta‹ƒ 
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Appendix 1 (continued) 
 Língua 

Portuguesa 
English Matís Kulina Pano Marúbo Matsés 

029 Pé foot `ta‹ `ta‹ `ta‹ `ta‹ 
030 Dedo do pé toe `ta‹r‹ƒ†u  `ta‹ `r‹vu ta`r‹ƒbi 
031 Pele skin `bitsi `bitsi `randi `bitsi 
032 Osso bone `wiƒpŒ `kwŠstŠ `ƒau `kanitŠ 
033 Sangue blood `imi `inta¿ `imi in`ta¿ 
034 Coração heart `wintŠ `wintŠ `winti isŠsŠ / `wintŠ  
035 Pulmões lungs `bukƒan  `tãƒãn ti`vok‹te 
036 Pênis penis ƒu`i  `ina `ƒui 
037 Vulva vulva ku`‹  `ƒ‹vi `tsiŠn 
038 Homem man da`ra `dara `v‹ni da`ra 
040 Mulher woman …ira†Œ `…irŒ a`ðvu `…irŒ 
041 Gente, povo people ma`tses†o Ma`tses†o `yora Matsés 
042 Marido /Esposo husband `b‹n‹ `b‹n‹ a`ðya [casado]/v‹n‹ b‹`n‹ 
043 Esposa wife awin `awin `v‹nd‹ya a`win 
044 Pai father ma`ma `papa `papa `papa 
045 Mãe mother `tita Ta `‹wa `tita 
046 Bebê /Criancinha  

M 
baby boy ba`kw‹ ba`kw‹mpi / ƒu`binpi `s¥k‹ / mãƒu‹ƒta  / 

`v‹n‹ va`k‹©ƒta 
ba`kw‹ 

 Bebê   (F) baby girl `…ampi …an`t‹ƒo†I `s¥k‹  /mãƒu‹ƒta /  
að va`k‹©ƒta 

`…ampi 

047 Homem velho old man da`rasi†Œ  `ƒ‹ndi `w‹tsa da`ra `tsusio 
048 Água water wa`ka `waka waka p‹`ƒa `a¿tŠ 
049 Rio river …‹`ƒ‹ `paru `waka `a¿team‹ 
050 Ilha island …Œt dukeroa`kit  `maivuru makw‹ƒ 
051 Lago lake …an `mŠsku¿ `iyã …ian  
052 Pântano /Igapó swamp t‹`ina `‹rapa mabu¿ keaƒ mi`spankI ma`wan 
053 Fonte /Nascente spring wa`ka d‹`ƒan  `t‹ãr‹vu a¿tŠbŠratnatno/  

a¿tŠpurutkeatno 
054 Queda d'água, 

Cachoeira 
waterfall …orŒrŒ`kekit  `p¢puki …ŒrŒrŒkeatno 

055 Corredeira rapids `ƒukekit  a`va (m‹st‹nka) …‹`w‹tkit 
056 Fogo /Chama fire `m‹ƒte `m‹ƒte …i  `kw‹tŠ 
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Appendix 1 (continued) 
 Língua 

Portuguesa 
English Matís Kulina Pano Marúbo Matsés 

057 Cinza ash ma`pu `itsis `mapu `…iputu `putu 
058 Carvão charcoal si`su `sisu `tsist‹ wi`su 
059 Fumaça smoke kwŠn kwen kwð pu`ƒu‹tkit 
060 Lenha firewood `m‹ƒte  `karu kw‹`tŠ 
061 Céu  sky a`†u a`burapa `nai a`bu 
062 Chuva rain u`Š uŠrapa `ui u`Š 
063 Vento/  (leve) 

 
Vento de temporal 

wind (soft) 
 
 
wind (strong) 

`ƒutkekit 
 
`k¢kekit 

su¿ `niw‹ - y‹w‹ 
[Curuça]/ w‹ 
y‹w‹ m‹`st‹nka 

k¢kŠkit 
 
k¢kŠkitapa 

064 Sol sun ta`nun `uÆ‹ `vari w‹`ƒ‹ 
065 Lua moon w‹`ƒ‹ `bariar‹n‹ `uÆ‹ `oƒ‹ w‹`ƒ‹ 
066 Estrela star `wispa `wispa¿ `iƒi `wispa 
067 Dia day `n‹t‹ `uÆ‹ `ƒava bariat 
068 Noite night i`m‹t `bariare¿ / 

`baria¿te¿ 
ya`m‹ in…u‹ƒ 

069 Trovão thunder a†up‹r‹ke`kit a`†urapa `kw‹ranŠ¿ na`it‹`r¥ki abukw‹tkit 
070 Relâmpago lightning p‹r‹kikit  ka`na bŠtbŠtkekit 
071 Arco-íris rainbow m‹t®an'kit / 

daram‹kaƒ 
na`wan `bai na`wãva© uŠmpotkŠt 

072 Terra /Solo land/ground …Œt `mapu¿ ma© nit`ta©t  /  
`maniŠt 

073 Pedra rock `mŠkŒ  `ƒaƒu `mŒkŒ 
074 Areia sand `masi  `maƒi ma`si 
075 Casa house ƒu†u `Æu†u `ƒuvu ƒu`bu 
076 Teto ceiling ma†‹si`akit  `p‹nu ƒubu  
077 Porta (abertura) 

Porta 
door (opening) `ƒ‹kw‹ 

`b‹taste 
 `k‹puti `ƒ‹kw‹ 

078 Assento seat `tsarakit  `tsauti `tsatŠ 
079  Esteira mat ta`ukurakit  `taskiti `taukute 
080 Rede net di  `pandi di 
082 Panela pan `matsu  ma`n‹y‹wa/ yo`a ƒŒ`kŒƒ 
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Appendix 1 (continued) 
 Língua 

Portuguesa 
English Matís Kulina Pano Marúbo Matsés 

083 Roça garden `ma‹  `wai ti`yŠt 
084 Aldeia village ƒu`†uno  yurãƒava 

[moradores] 
kunayatno 
(minha terra) 

085 Trilha /Caminho path `bai  `vai `pŒtkŠt 
086 Rede de pesca  

/Malhadeira 
fish net i`sin  `pam‹ti/ 

malhadeira 
(nuw‹tkit bŠtŠ)  
n‹ƒa©t 

087 Anzol hook anu‹`rante …apan`w‹te `w‹tati an`sŠmŠte 
088 Machado axe `ƒŒtkŒ `man‹ `ru‹ mŒkŒ 
089 Faca knife `du‹ …‹s`tŠmpi `s‹nuti `…u‹ƒtŠmpi 
090 Canoa canoe `nunte `kwaƒan `nunti `kano 
091 Remo oar `nunte `pŒrŒ  `winati `u‡kate 
092 Porrete club kwŠ`sante  `…inti / winu `kwŠste 
093 Lança spear pa`ka  `paka sian`te 
094 Arco  bow pi`a `m‹pŒ `kanti `kanti 
095 Flecha arrow ta`wa `tawa `tawa pi`a 
096 Zarabatana blowgun t‹`rinte  mo`katipi buƒkatŠ 
097 Anta tapir a`wat a`wa¿ a`wa n‹`iƒ a`m‹ 
098 Onça 

Onça pintada 
jaguar 
ocelot 

ka`mun 
wispa`rapa 

`kamun / `tonte ka`mã 
ka`mã kwð 

b‹`ti 
b‹tirapa 

099 Puma, Onça parda cougar ka`mun ku`ru  ka`mã `kuru --- 
 Onça vermelha cougar (alt. name) ka`mun p‹t  ka`mã `¢ƒi b‹tipi`u 
100 Tatu armadillo `tsawŠs `…awŠs ya`viƒi `tsawŠs 
101 Cachorro dog `wapa `wapa `wapa `Œpa  / m‹ntsis 
102 Veado deer `…aƒu `…aƒu `…aƒu sŠ`nat 
103 Morcego bat `p‹w‹n  `kãƒi kwŠs`ban 
104 Lontra / ariranha otter `bonsŠn , ‹`ninoa `‹ninŒ , `bosŠn `v¢sð `bosŠn , u`nina 
106 Guariba howler monkey du du ru a`…u 
107 Macaco preto spider monkey …o`ƒŠ `…una m‹`ƒŠ/`pŒƒta 

wisu 
`isu (`…‹ƒ‹) …‹`ƒit 

108 Capivara capivara ‹na`wat  a`m¥  memupa©t 
109 Tamanduá anteater `ƒa‹  `ƒa‹ `ƒa‹ 
110 Paca paca `mapua `mapua `anu `marŠ / `tambis 
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Appendix 1 (continued) 
 Língua 

Portuguesa 
English Matís Kulina Pano Marúbo Matsés 

111 Jacaré alligator ka`p‹t `kaƒt‹ ka`p‹ `ka…itŒ 
112 Iguana /Camalhão iguana `…uturu  `yumpa / k‹ƒ‹ `ƒi¿turun 
113 Tartaruga /Jabuti tortoise ƒa`w‹ t‹`keƒ / ƒa`w‹ ƒa`w‹ pi`uƒ 
114 Tartaruga marinha  leather-back turtle `n‹ƒŒnowa  ƒa`w¥wã `sŠ¿tarapa 
 Tracajá   turtle `n‹ƒŒ `sŠta `tãku `sŠ¿ta 
115 Queixada pecary …a`wa `…ŠrŠ `yawa ƒ‹¿tŠnam‹ 
116 Javali /Caititu wild boar `¢kin `¢kin `unu ƒ‹¿tŠn 
117 Cutia agouti `marŠ  `mari m‹kwŠste 
118 Rato rat `ƒuya  `maka marŠmpi 
119 Gato cat gatu  `miƒu gatu 
120 Ratinho mouse `ƒuya `kuru  ma`kaƒta  
121 Rabo tail `ina `ina `ina in`kwŠnte 
122 Cobra snake `dunu  `runu ni`si 
123 Anaconda /Sucuri anaconda `b‹ƒŒno b‹ƒŒnŒ ka`muƒ‹ day‹m‹nkit  
125 Coral coral snake `i…‹  ƒa`wãrunu `nit…‹t 
126 Sapo frog `tururu  `aƒa / `tokur‹ `ƒŒnƒŒn 
127 Pássaro bird `…iririƒ wi¿`…un `ƒai u`it…un 
128 Beija-flor, colibri humming-bird `pinu `pinu `pinu `pinu 
129 Arara macaw kwŠ`nat  `ƒawã `kana 
130 Tucano toucan `…ya‡kw‹ƒ  `ƒuk‹ `…ãkw‹ƒ 
131 Papagaio parrot `kwŠmpa  `vawa ka`natanun 
132 Periquito small parrot `kwŠrŠs  `…uk‹ `kwŠtŠs 
133 Urubu vulture `p‹ikun  `ƒ‹t‹ ŠrŠste 
134 Mutum curassaw `wŠsnit  `ãsð wŠs`nit 
135 Coruja owl `b‹ndu   `ƒau`…ur‹/ `vuna `a‹  …Št…Št  
 Coruja (esp. 

pequeno) 
small owl pu`pu  pupu pu`pu 

136 Jacu jacu `kw‹†u  `k‹vu `kuƒu 
137 Galinha hen `takara  `takar‹ `ka…ina 
138 Peixe fish `…apa  i`yapa nu‹`kit 
139 Piranha piranha `…ak‹ `…aka `mak‹ pats‹t / ƒ‹ta`…Št 
140 Abelha bee `ƒara  `vuna `manoa   
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Appendix 1 (continued) 
 Língua 

Portuguesa 
English Matís Kulina Pano Marúbo Matsés 

141 Mosca fly ti`ƒãkit  `nap‹ bŠtŠnbŠtŠn 
142 Pulga flea wa`pan…a  `kaya matiƒ 
143 Piolho louse …a  `iya matiƒ 
144 Mosquito/carapanã mosquito bi`uƒ `biuƒ vi bi`uƒ 
145 Cupim termite iwi`utkit  na`kaƒ‹ mapiretkit 
146 Formiga ant ‹u / t‹kt‹`ka‡kit `maseŒ k‹`y¢ i`unpi 
147 Aranha spider n‹s‹yun   ƒi`nuƒku tsi`puispa 
148 Mucuim blackfly `ŒpŒs  ƒa`…ð ƒ‹`ta/ õpoƒ‹ Œ`pŒs 
149 Mata, floresta bush, forest `nim‹ru  nii `nim‹rut 
151 Morro, Serra mountain, mountain 

range 
…Œt du`kŠroakit  ma`tu makw‹ƒ 

152 Árvore tree `iwi `m‹ƒtŠ `iwi kw‹`tŠ 
153 Folha (no chão) leaf, on the ground i`wi pŒ`rŒ m‹ƒ`tŠ `pŒrŒ ma`ni `p‹i `ƒana `kw‹tŠ`pŒrŒ 
154 Folha de árvore  tree leaf iwi `p‹i  iwi `p‹i "    " 
155 Flor flower wa  `vimi `ua kw‹tŠ bakw‹t 
156 Fruta fruit `…I…Œ  `vimi kw‹tŠ bakw‹t 
157 Seiva sap `‹n‹  I`wi `pa‹ b‹`pin 
158 Raiz root `tapun /ƒu`ku  ta`pun ta`pun 
159 Semente seed `‹ƒ‹  ‹`ƒ‹ ‹`ƒ‹ 
160 Vara /Pau pole, wood `iwi  ta`pan / iwi `kw‹tŠ 
161 Erva, capim grass `wŠsin  `wasi wa`sin / wŠ`sin 
162 Milho maize `tsari  `ƒ‹ki pi`atbo 
163 Mandioca/Macaxei

ra 
cassava `atsa  `atsa pa`…it 

164 Farinha de 
macaxeira 

cassava flour ma`…i a`tsa  farinha ma`…i 

165 Tabaco tobacco ampuƒu`te  `rumb‹ n‹`n‹ 
166 Algodão cotton `ƒapu  `waƒma sŠtkit 
167 Cuia, cabaça gourd …u`ma  mã`s¥ sŠnko 
168 Nhãme /Cará yam pu`a  `pua b‹`yun 
169 Batata  potato `winma  `kari ka`ti 
171 Pimenta pepper `sia `sia `yu…i si`a 
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Appendix 1 (continued) 
 Língua 

Portuguesa 
English Matís Kulina Pano Marúbo Matsés 

173  Cipó alucinógeno hallucinogenic vine ------------  `undi was`ka 
 Cipó vine a`yaƒ  a`yaƒ‹ ta`nŠte 
174  Banana comprida banana a`wat†o  a`watmandi manib‹n‹ /  

manirapa 
178  Cana brava /Taboca cane d‹`†uƒkete  `r‹w‹ ti`ante 
179    Sal salt sal  /bata`wate  `ka…i sa 
180    Chicha /Kaysuma chicha u`ma  a`tsa wa`ka sika©t 
181 Um One Š`papa  w‹s`tiƒta abŠnst‹t 
182 Dois two da†w‹t`pa  ra`v‹vakð da`‹t 
183 Três three m‹`k‹ntet  ra`v‹‹nita`k‹ma abŠnst‹t…oŠt 
184 Quatro four -------------  ta`k‹i`mam‹ ------------ 
185 Cinco five ‹k‹`kit m‹k‹n 

a`…uƒtet 
 ama`ri `m‹viti ------------ 

186    Seis six ‹k‹`kit †it m‹`kin 
Špa`pa 

 ------------ ------------ 

187    Sete seven ‹k‹`kit †it m‹k‹n  
da†w‹tpa 

 ------------ ------------ 

188    Oito eight ‹k‹`kit b‹t 
m‹k‹n`tet 

 ------------ ------------ 

189    Nove nine -------------  ------------ ------------ 
190 Dez ten m‹k‹n a`…uƒ  ------------ ------------ 
191 Primeiro first puki`m‹tkit  `v‹vuk‹a / `…itavia b‹`yut 
192 Último last wa©sat`†utkit  `…ipu / `…ipuk‹a tsi`wŠt 
194 Tambor drum --------------  tam`pur‹ `tu‡kate 
196 Ornamento p/ 

orelha 
ear ornament, ear 
ring 

pa`ut  `pausti pa`usute 

197 Máscara mask b‹`tõkite  `maskara b‹`tŒ‡k‹te 
198 Feiticeiro /Pagé wizard shaman `ƒŒ…okit  `r¢b‹ya n‹`n‹…okit 
199 Cacique chief …u`ikit  ka`kaya …uikita`pa 
200 Eu I `‹†i ‹`bi ‹a ubi / `‹bi  

(antig. p.) 
 Meu mine nuku`na  ‹na ku`na 
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Appendix 1 (continued) 
 Língua 

Portuguesa 
English Matís Kulina Pano Marúbo Matsés 

201 Você you `mi†i `mibi `miya mi`bi 
202 Ele he `akit a`tokonŠt aa / an`t¢ / wa a`it / u`it 
203 Ela she    " a`kironŠt  "      "          " a`it / u`it 
204 Nós  we `nuki `nukina `nuk‹ nu`ki 
205 Vocês you (plural) `mikwi  `matu mibibŒ 
206 Eles /Elas they u`kit†o  `atuvu a©`rŒn 
208 Minha mão my hand nu`kun m‹`k‹n  `¥¥ `m‹vi `kun m‹`dante 
209 Sua mão your hand min m‹`k‹n  mð `m‹vi mi m‹`dante 
210 Mão dele its hand a`w‹n m‹`k‹n  ãã `m‹vi a`tŒn m‹`dante 
211 Nossas mãos our hands nu`kin m‹k‹n  nu`k¥ `m‹vi nu`kin m‹`dante 
212 Suas mãos your hands mi`tsŒn m‹k‹n  ma`t¢ `m‹vi min m‹`dante 
213 Mãos deles their hands a`ton m‹`k‹nbo  a`t¢ `m‹vi airŒn m‹`dante 
214 Meu arco my bow nu`kun pi`ya  ¥¥ `kanti kun `kanti 
215 Seu arco your bow min pi`ya mi`tsŒn `m‹pŒ mð `kanti min `kanti 
216 Arco dele its bow a`w‹n pi`ya a`w‹n `m‹pŒ ãã `kanti atŒn `kanti 
217 Nosso arco our bow nu`kin pi`ya  nu`k¥ `kanti nukin `kanti 
218 Seus arcos your bow mi`tsŒn pi`ya  ma`t¢ `kanti min `kanti 
219 Arco deles their bow a`ton pi`ya a`ton `m‹pŒ a`t¢ `kanti airŒn `kanti 
220 Grande big no`a  `anika no`akit 
221 Pequeno small `papists‹k  iƒ`tu‹ƒta pii`ts‹k 
222 Frio  (tempo) 

Fria  (comida) 
cold (weather) 
cold (food) 

ikŠn 
wa`ruƒ 

`ikŠnŠt `matsika 
 

`i¿kŠn 

223 Quente hot i`tsis i`tsis `ƒanaka `…umbo 
224 Bom good b‹`ra b‹`raimbikit `ruwaka b‹rambo 
225 Mau bad ik`sŠma `…utu iƒ`naga iitsambo 
226 Branco white `wasa `uÆu `uƒuka u`ƒuukit 
227 Preto black `wisu `wisu `…‹ƒ‹ka …‹`ƒ‹‹kit 
228 Vá! go! `kwantat  katã  / kaw     nit 
229 Venha! come! …Œtat / …Œ …Œ u`ri / n‹nu`ri …o 
230 Coma! eat! `petat pŠ pi`ri pŠ 
231 Beba! drink! `aktat `akta¿ a`ri a¿ 
232 Durma! sleep! `uƒtat  `uƒata uƒ 
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234 Dentes dianteiros front teeth ƒ‹`tar‹ƒ†u  ƒ‹`ta v‹`yu ƒ‹`tab‹yukit 
235 Ponta da língua tip of the tongue ana d‹`ƒan  `anar‹vu anusu`tŠd‹via`te 
236 Cabelo longo long hair ma`ƒakete 

ƒu`nu 
 `vok‹yaka man‹ra©  

‹napŠnikit 
238 Pomo-de-Adão - 

gogó 
adam’s apple `t‹Œs  t¥`tu `t‹Œn 

239 Costa (parte superior) upper back `kaƒpan  `p‹mãn‹ / `p‹…iri `ka…u 
240 Antebraço forearm m‹`rantakwa 

/m‹pu`ku 
 m‹`taƒu m‹`pu 

241 Pulso wrist m‹k‹n `t‹tun  m‹`ruƒku m‹‹ƒ 
242 Perna (inferior) lower leg `wipuku  i`taƒa `wipu 
243 Pêlo do corpo body hair wi`ƒatkiti  `randi da`bu 
244 Estômago stomach pu`sa  a`tu r‹…un  
245    Intestinos Intes-tines puku…inu  `puku puku 
246 Mulher velha old woman `ma…Œ  `y¢ƒa …i`rŒ ma`…Œ 
247 Nuvens quietas 

Nuvem 
clouds ----------- 

kwŠn 
 na`i u`ƒu 

 
pu`ƒutkit 

248 Nuvens de 
temporal 

storm clouds -----------  na`i `v‹ƒtaka pu`ƒutkit …‹ƒ‹ 

250 Riacho stream a`ƒak  `t¥ã /pus`tu aktŠkwiti 
251 Pedregulho /Pedras 

miúdas 
pebble, small rock …Œt`w‹keakit  `ƒaƒumaƒku 

`ƒaƒum‹s‹ 
mŒkŒ tsasi 

255 Abrigo shelter Œ`tŠ  t‹`vã uŠ mawŠ`tŠ 
256 Este this `n‹kit  `naivu `n‹it 
257 Aquele, esse that one `ukit  `waaivu  /`aaivu u`it 
258 Quem who tsu`ra  `tsua `tsura 
259 Que what aw‹tsi  `aw‹ atŒ`ra 
260 Não not `pari  /ba`ma  as`kama / `yama 

vi`amas‹ [não 
quero] 

`pari /  
nib‹rŠt  
[não quero] 

261 Tudo everything a`…u‹ƒ a`†itŠri / nu`kitŠri ka`ts‹s‹ / aƒ`kãs‹ abi tŠri /  
abi …obi 
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262 Muitos many da`rŠmpa `iwa / da`rŠmpa `ãtsaka dat`penkiŒ 
263    Longo, comprido long `ƒunu  k‹`yaka ‹`natpen 
264 Casca de árvore tree bark i`wi †itsi  `iwiƒaka kutŠ bitsi 
265 Carne meat `nami `nami `nami t‹`ƒ‹ 
267 Gordura, banha, 

óleo, graxa 
fat, oil, grease `ƒ‹ni   `ƒ‹ni   

motor‹ ƒ‹ni [graxa] 
b‹…i 

268 Ovo egg tu  `va…i ba`kw‹ 
269 Chifre horn ma`pais  mã`ƒ¢ pa`is 
270 Pluma,  pena feather `p‹i  `p‹i pŒtŒ 
271 Garra,  pata claw, leg `m‹ntsis  m‹n`tsisi tantsis 
273 Fígado liver `takwa  `taka i`sŠsŠ  
274 Beber drink `akek  `vak‹ / a`ka `a¿tia¿ 
275 Comer eat pek  pi`ya pŠ 
276 Morder bite pek  na`ƒa ƒ‹`din 
277 Ver see `isek `iskin / `isnu¿ [fut] ¢`ðyã iis 
278 Ouvir hear `kwakek `kwagnu¿ [fut] nð`kãã tantia 
279 Saber know `tanawa©k tantewai yu`si tantie 
280 Dormir sleep `uƒek `uƒŠ¿ u`ƒa uƒ 
281 Morrer die `nanek  `vupi un‹sŠt 
282 Matar  kill `akek `ak×unŠ¿ `riƒkiya kwŠsunŠt 
283 Nadar swim `nunek `nunŠ¿ `nuna tantanŠt 
284 Voar fly `noanek  `nuya noanŠt 
285 Andar walk `kapwek  ni`ya kapwŠt 
286 Vir come `…oek  nu`kua …oŠt 
287 Deitar-se lie down `dukek uŠ¿ ra`kaa wŠt 
288 Sentar-se sit down `tsarek `tsarŠ¿ tsa`upak‹a/ tsa`ua tsat 
289 Ficar em pé stand `nirek  `niya ni¿tŒ 
290 Dar give `mŠnek `mŠnŠ¿ i`naa mŠne 
291 Dizer say `…uyek / Œ‡kek `o‡ke¿ / `…ue¿ yu`wãã …iŠt  / …uyŠta 
292 Queimar burn `…amuek `…amuŠ¿ `koya `pi…ikŠt 
294 Vermelho red p‹t ƒi‡kit ¢`ƒðnga pi`ukit 
295 Verde green `‹mu ma`ku pa`nãvimik‹ska b‹ƒpiukit 
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296 Amarelo yellow baku`n‹n `pui†ikit  `kaƒtakaipa  
297 Cheio full `ku†urat  ma`taka kuburat 
298 Novo new `paƒa  v‹`naga `…oka 
299 Redondo round `tiki  tu`runga ti`kiritkit 
300 Seco dry ƒet 

ÆŠtkeak-[rio seco] 
w‹keaƒ / 
ƒŠtkeaƒ [rio seco] 

`tsuya / `tsasia / 
`ƒanaya / ‹ƒ`taya 

tanunat /  
wesarat [rio seco] 

301 Nome name a`n‹ `kw‹m‹rŠ¿ `an‹ `kw‹m‹ra©k 
302 Como how mispa`rŠnda  aw‹`sai / aw‹`sa `misparŠn 
303 Quando when mistekun`ƒunda  a`w‹tiã `tŠtsiƒun 
304 Onde where `mira  atuna`mã / atu`ra miram`bo 
305 Aqui here n‹  `n‹nu n‹nbo 
306 Ali, lá there u  `anu  ,  `uri aambo / uumbo 
307 Outro another `w‹tsi  `w‹tsa `utsi 
308 Poucos few da†w‹ts‹  `ãtsamaƒta da`‹kpa`ts‹k 
309 Neblina fog `b‹kwŠn  wiƒ`na wŠsŠsŠkekit 
310 Fluência, 

correnteza 
current ------------  a`va …‹w‹tkit 

311 Mar sea ------------  `waka `kaya a¿te umu /  
a¿terapa 

312 Molhar wet `pŒkwek  m‹`…aaka …ukua¿ 
313 Lavar wash `ƒikek  nã`pãã pan / dapan / 

dapanm‹t [corpo] 
314 Verme  worm `…i…an    nu`ð `…i…an  
 Minhoca earthworm noŠn `noŠn nu`ð noŠn 
315 Asa wing `pŒrŒ  `ƒai`p‹i pŒrŒ 
316 Pelo de animal animal hair `ƒakete  y¢ð`nð `randi bu 
317 Umbigo navel `nit…un  t¢mpi `nit…un 
318    Saliva saliva `‹…un  `rukuka `wit…un 
319 Leite milk `ƒuma  `ri…i le…i 
320 Com with –†‹t  (sufixo obj 

prep) 
 –ƒu (sufixado obj 

prep) 
-b‹t (sufixo) 

321 Em /Dentro in u`kumurut  `naki nuntan 
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322 Perto de near `n‹ts‹t  `urakama n‹‹bi 
324 Gelo ice wa`ka `waruƒ  wakap‹`ƒa `matsika a¿tŠ tsasi 
325 Neve snow -----------  ƒa`ƒunivi  

waruƒuã [granizo] 
pu`ƒutkit 

326 Gelar freeze wa`ruƒua©  wa`ka p‹`ƒa 
`matsika 

dawa©butŠt 

328 Escuro dark `im‹t  va`kiƒka un`…‹ƒkiŒ 
329 Cortar cut tek  `ƒat‹a tŠkin / tŠkta 
330 Largo wide `ƒunu  p‹`taka noambo 
331 Estreito narrow `tuku  iƒ`tuƒta/ `anikamas‹ `piits‹t 
332 Longe far `m‹ru  `uraka `uumbo 
333 Perto close n‹`ts‹t  `urama n‹‹bi 
334 Grosso thick no`ab‹ra©kit  `anika noambo 
335 Fino thin `b‹rumis / 

papistsikit 
 pu`tuƒta / ƒa`iƒta 

iƒ`tu‹ƒta 
piits‹t 

336 Curto short ma`ƒots‹t  ƒa`t‹ƒta buƒku‹tƒit 
337 Pesado heavy `iw‹  ‹`w‹ka ‹w‹mbo 
338 Sem corte blunt `teanesma `ƒekama¿ / `sunŠ¿ `k‹ntuka ku‹mambo 
339 Afiado sharp …i`mu©kit / ƒekek `ƒekakit k‹`wãka kunumbo 
340 Sujo dirty `wisu wi`supa  …u`‹ƒtaka b‹…iƒ 
341 Podre rotten `pisi pi`si pa`tuya / `pisia pisŠnat / pisarŠt 
342 Liso smooth `…unu `buyun `ƒ‹ruka …unu / wisŠmbo 
343 Reto straight `t‹ksŒ  `m‹kika `kuŠmbo 
344 Correto correct …u`bama  kan`d‹ma `kuŠmbo 
345 Esquerdo left `amŠnu¿  `m‹ƒmiri kŒpiŒ¿ / ‹`k‹u¿ 
346 Direito right a†i`u¿  `m‹kiri abiu¿ / ‹`k‹bibi 
347 Velho (Veja 47) old da`ra sibŒ  `ƒ‹niya `ts‹sio 
348 Esfregar, coçar rub, scratch ƒ‹k‹t`ka©k daraƒuai¿ tu`r‹ƒki ƒuan n‹skŠt /  
349 Puxar pull t‹`ka©k `t‹¿ka `t‹‹ka / t‹‹avarãã ƒ‹‹ka 
350 Empurrar push `k¢nek tsi`kunŠ¿ ƒu`t¢ã tsi`kunŠ 
351 Jogar throw se`ka©k nŠ `¢…ia /  

ya`via [jogar bola] 
ne 
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352 Golpear, bater 
Cacetar 

hit, beat `m‹kama©k , 
`kwesek 

 `riƒkik‹k‹a , 
`riƒkia 

kwŠs 

353 Dividir divide `inanek  `uƒk‹a / uƒk‹va`kiã kw‹ƒkw‹ƒ 
354 Furar pierce `p‹kek  `r‹t‹a / `urua  pŒƒka 
355 Cavar dig `naƒek `naƒta¿ pu`kðã ut‹ƒka 
356 Atar, amarrar tie, moor `n‹ƒek  `n‹ƒa n‹ƒ 
357 Costurar sew `k¢kunek  no`ƒ‹a  `tu‹ska 
358 Cair fall pa`k‹rek web‹rŠ¿ / `pak‹rŠ¿ pa`k‹a / pak‹ka`wã pa‹rŠt 
359 Inchar swell bi`riskek  su`ruka bitiskŠt 
360 Pensar think `sinanek `tantewata¿ ƒi`nãã tantiŠt  
361 Cantar sing `nŒmanek  ku`kaiki kw‹rŠnŠt 
362 Cheirar smell `ƒ‹rek  `ƒ‹t‹a ƒ‹‹t 
363 Vomitar, provocar vomit `ukek  a`nãã utburŠt 
364 Chupar suck `…iƒek  `tsuuka …iƒ 
365 Soprar blow `buƒka©k `buƒka v‹`ƒ¢ka `buƒka 
366 Temer fear da`kw‹rek  ra`k‹a dakw‹`rŠt 
       
367 Apertar press ka`taƒek d‹mun bŠta¿ muƒa`vãia 

[com mão] / 
masta`vãia 

tsu`itka 

368 Segurar /Sustentar hold t‹`rinek  `a…ia sanan 
369 Abaixo below `…Œr‹n bakw‹t†oƒ `t‹ru t‹ttiŒn 
370 Acima above `a†u abinuŠ¿ `ma…i abut 
371 Maduro mature `p‹rak  ¢`ƒðyã  sina©t 
372 Poeira dust `kaƒa  `maikuru pŒ 
373 Vivo alive `a†Šn sa`imbike `vupima a`bŠnbi 
374 Corda rope `nai `buku ma`ya  sŠtkit / buku 
375 Ano year `bari  `variƒava  sŠ`ta 

 


